
LEARN ARCHITECT HANDWRITING ALPHABET

Learn how to write like an architect or improve your handwriting with This style of handwriting, simply stated, are uniform
block letters that are.

So before CAD: I went to Architecture school in the 80's, and there was minimal emphasis on teaching
drafting and lettering. This smaller size gives us a bit more room on the sheets, better for legibility. First the
pencil. This style of writing was famously used by architectural illustrator Frank Ching, whose books on
drawing and graphicsâ€”including Architectural Graphicsâ€”are standard issue material for architectural
students. In the age of digital drafting tools, does the architectural handwriting style still hold any relevance?
That font still worked okay with the pen plotters used at the time and became one of the standards in the
industry, at least for Architects. Not because of CAD becoming more prevalent. They should be drawn with a
4H pencil while the lettering should be darker, drawn with a 2H pencil. Without a uniform style, you can
imagine what a mess this would turn into in very short order. Handwritten only, no typing. It would be a mess
if everyone had a different style of lettering. Bad handwriting tends to make any design look amateur. Note the
extended tip so that these can be used with the drafting tools. There are 2 types of drawings produced in an
office â€” sketchy stuff done by hand meaning no straight edges and triangles and the more formal technical
drawings. But because the school expected that you would learn this on your own. I showed him our work, but
also pulled out a couple of books by Francis Ching whose books on architectural graphics were all done in his
own hand-lettering. So: Fonts - I have outside consultants working on projects. So some architects were taught
a certain style of writingâ€”dictated by a combination of guidelines and the function of their frequently used
tools. Click here for more in-depth explanation. In our office, we gave up mandating which to use. The result
is a typographic style that is extraordinarily even, with precise vertical lines, and a slightly bubbly aspect to
curved letters. Something beautiful is missing. Practice is necessary to develop the skills needed to letter
legibly. One day a fellow named David Siegel walked in and asked about gettings examples of architectural
hand lettering. Lettering templates were not used, as they were way too slow to use. By having the triangle
sitting on the bar, rather than flat on the paper, you could both more easily pick up the triangle, and help avoid
smearing the lettering already on the sheet. Triangles and parallel bars â€” we did not use T-squares nor
drafting machines. Letters should all be the same width. We picked one that has a little better style than the
typical Arial. In an architectural office, there will be several people working, or drafting, on the same project
and on the same sheets over time. Architectural Lettering Explanation of Architectural Lettering: It is expected
as a designer or architect that all blueprints, drawings and designs have architectural lettering. In the years
before digital drafting tools became commonplace, having a uniform handwriting style was a necessity of a
collaborative design process like architecture. Hand font is good example of what we used to do, with a chisel
point on the lead. I have a hand sketch drawing style that is different than my normal handwriting and was
different than my formal technical drawing lettering. The simple parallel bar had a ledge running along it. We
erased notes and redid them, sometimes only one word changed. The Mr. That pretty much eliminated the
ability to stylize our lettering as we used Rapidograph pen systems. There was a system to how the letters are
or were created to get this consistency based on the tools. There are 2 types of pencils, each creating a slightly
different look.


